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Global Graphene Forum (GGF - 2016), Sweden  
 
Dear Reader,  

 

VBRI Press is pleased to announce ‘Global Graphene 

Forum, (GGF, www.vbripress.com/ggf) during 23 – 25 

August 2016, Sweden. It is a three-day international event 

organised with collaboration of International Association of 

Advanced Materials (IAAM), and Linkoping University on 

the Baltic Sea from Stockholm-Helsinki-Stockholm by the 

Viking Line Cruise, M/S Mariella. The aim of the event is 

to cover the latest technology developments, applications, 

commercialization progress, end user requirements and 

challenges of Graphene and related 2D Materials. 

 

 
 

The main topics of the forum:  

 

o Fundamentals of graphene and 2D materials 

o Growth, synthesis and integration methods 

o Composites – characterization and properties 

o Large scale production and characterization 

o Applications in the - 

 Electronics/ flexible electronics 

 Energy: photovoltaics, energy storage, fuel 

cells  & hydrogen storage 

 Photonics, spintronics and optoelectronics 

 Biomedical, sensors and environmental 

research 

o New technologies, commercialization and market 

 
The event will provide opportunities for the delegates to 

exchange their face-to-face novel ideas and experiences 

with the international experts during the plenary and 

invited talks, oral presentations and poster sessions. We 

will also set up following four parallel symposiums with 

the GGF 2016: 

 European Advanced Materials Congress 

 Smart Energy Technologies 

 Biosensors and Bioelectronics  

 World Technology Forum  

 

The program includes keynote forum, panel discussion 

and manufacturing projects negotiation.  

 Important dates: 

 

Deadline of abstract submission: 15 February 2016 

Confirmation of abstract acceptation: 25 February 2016 

Registration starts: 15 January 2016 

Early-bird registration closed: 30 April 2016 

 

 
 
Venue of Global Graphene Forum – 2016 on the floor of Baltic Sea, from 

the Stockholm (Sweden) – Helsinki (Finland) - Stockholm (Sweden) via 
Mariehamn by the Viking Line. 

 

 

We trust that Advanced Materials Letters offers an 

international interactive platform for both industrial and 

academic researchers, professors and students active  in  

the  fields  of applied  or fundamental materials science 

related to biological, chemical, earth, atmosphere, ocean 

and planetary, engineering, mathematical, medical and 

physical sciences. The journal is expected to become 

popular accompanied with a high impact factor and as a 

general chair, may welcome you as active part of the GGF. 

Your opinions and suggestions are greatly valued for the 

success of this event.  

 

You may follow this event on 

www.facebook.com/Global-Graphene-Forum-

1698534903713133  

 

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a 

Happy Scientific New Year 2016!!   
  

With kindest regards, 

 

 

Ashutosh Tiwari, PhD, DSc 
Executive Chair 
Global Graphene Forum, Sweden 
Editor-in-Chief, Advanced Materials Letters 
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